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Unleash your Innovation Potential
 
							Our Individual Innovation Potential Survey measures individual, leadership and work environmental factors that might stimulate or hinder innovative job performance in the organisation. 
							 
							Read More 
													
						
							
Get More Efficient 
							Business Process Re-engineering, Lean Six Sigma, Kaizen help Boosting Productivity, Increasing Customer Satisfaction and Engaging Employees.  
							 
							READ MORE 
													
						
							
Turn Your Data Into Information 
							The amount of available data in any unit at all kind of organisations is massive and it is still growing continuously. Can you turn your data into business relevant information? 
							 
							READ MORE 
													
						
							
Learn Data Analytics for OD 
							Data Analytics for Organisational Development - Learn How to Acquire, Prepare, Analyse Data to Answer Organisational Questions 
							 
							EXPLORE MORE 
													
						
							
Develop Potential in Others Through Coaching & Mentoring 
							Mentoring is about Believing in Someone and Taking Action to Help that Person to Become his or her Best. 
							 
							READ MORE 
													
						
							
Assess Leaders Through 360ELP 
							360ELP (Effective Leadership Profile) provides employees and managers with insightful 360 degree performance feedback. It consists of 20 Competencies in the Categories Head, Heart and Hand. 
							 
							READ MORE 
													
						
							
Investing in People (iiP) - HR-Essentials in the Cloud 
							investing in People - iiP has been Built to Support the Development of your Human Capital, the key for the Continuing Success of Your Organisation. 
							 
							CHECK OUT iiP 
													
					
				
				
			
			
            
















Customers

We at COE assist our clients in capturing the requirements & feedback from their internal and external customers. Read More

 We help develop initiatives to provide these customers with the best-in-class service and product quality, and convert these to strategies.










Operations

We at COE apply state-of-the-art approaches, like Innovation or Lean Six Sigma to improve existing processes. Read More

 And, we create new ones to deliver measurable results. By injecting Innovation techniques into these approaches, we ensure thinking out-of-the-box.










Enablers

We at COE identify the development opportunities for individuals and teams. Read More

 We lead them to higher levels of capability and performance through leadership training & development. And, we mobilise their drive to mastery of new problem-solving and change management skills.
















Building High Performing Organisations













Our dynamic approach builds the right combination of Customers, Operations and Enablers to deliver measurable results for both business and employees.














We enhance learning through powerful role-play simulations and  games.








With these, learning is fun and ultra effective. It creates memorable experiences and lasting teams.
















  
    
    
    
  



Key Solutions in Demand














Data collection




Total damage has been caused by the civilians arounf the new apple  store at Wall street.











Guaranteed ROI




Total damage has been caused by the civilians arounf the new apple  store at Wall street.











Always Online




Total damage has been caused by the civilians arounf the new apple  store at Wall street.












Innovation & Change

Equip leaders, managers and employees with skills and knowledge to identify & explore opportunities for change, generate, champion and implement innovative ideas to sustain innovative thinking and practices within the organisation.











Lean Six Sigma

Get certified as Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt, Green Belt or Black Belt to drive end-to-end improvement using the powerful and proven DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyse-Improve-Control) methodology.











Competency Profiling

Make a vital step to Strategic Workforce Planning and Capability Development. We support our clients in identifying, defining and assessing required competencies for all staff towards successful performance in the job.











Shop@COE

Practical and useful products at an affordable price.

Check out our latest addition of Data Analytics and Lean Six Sigma books as well as Leadership Competency Cards, Bridging Cards and others.



















Our Latest Publications




We continuously write about what we have learned during the work with our clients – to the benefit of the next ones.













Tan, A. B. C., Van Dun, D. H. and Wilderom, C. (2023), Lean innovation training and transformational leadership for employee creative role identity and innovative work behavior in a public service organization in International Journal of Lean Six Sigma.




Tan, A. B. C., Van Dun, D. H., & Wilderom, C. P. M. (2021). Innovative work behavior in Singapore evoked by transformational leaders through innovation support and readiness in Creativity and Innovation Management, 30(4), 697– 712.




Uwe H Kaufmann, Amy BC Tan: Data Analytics for Organisational Development: Unleashing the Potential of Your Data. ISBN 978-1119758334. Wiley, July 2021.




Uwe H Kaufmann. Lean Six Sigma Nuggets – A Detailed Guide to Successful Lean Six Sigma Projects. ISBN 978-1543744637.  



More Publications
			
			
			







            
                                
                                                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                        
                                                                           

                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                                                                                        
                                                                           

                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                                                                                        
                                                                           

                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                                                                                        
                                                                           

                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                                                                                        
                                                                           

                                

                                                            

            

        













What Clients say about COE




We value feedback by our clients who benefit from our customised solutions.




MD, BR Metals in 2023

It is with pleasure that I write this letter to express my gratitude to COE Pte. Ltd. for their incredible service. Their professionalism, attention to details, and commitment to quality have been truly exceptional. COE have shown sensitivity and consideration for our company’s needs during the Human Capital Development Project (HCDP). Read More


In particular, Amy helped us to understand the role of human capital in business strategy and how it provides future direction. This allowed us to develop a comprehensive talent development strategy that aligned with our goals and objectives.

At every phase of the project, Amy has been very professional and helped us to understand the concepts and tools used in the HCDP which lived up to their commitment to provide quality service with kindness and care for our business. She demonstrated professionalism which has far exceeded our expectations. Their team’s expertise has been invaluable to our business and we have seen great success as a result. 

We look forward to continuing our relationship with COE for many years to come. 





Director, SUTD in 2021 about Book “Data Analytics for Organisational Development“

This is an excellent book for anyone interested to know more or master data analytics, as well as how it can be applied in organisational development, never mind how much prior knowledge one has in this area. Read More


Beginners definitely will benefit from the highly technical concepts made approachable as the authors are adept at explaining challenging topics in simple language, and the materials are presented in a highly systematic, step-by-step and coherent manner. Practitioners also stand to gain new insights from this book, and the book will come in handy as a quick guide book for refresher purposes. And the many case studies incorporated are very useful, illustrating effectively how the various techniques and processes introduced are practiced in real life. All in all, this book is pleasant to read and worth owing. It offers a comprehensive and in-depth view about the subject matter. 





GM, Noel Gifts International in 2021: 

Both Uwe and Amy exemplified a high level of professionalism and have gone the extra mile many times to provide insight to the management. We appreciate this partnership we have with them. We will not hesitate to work with COE Pte Ltd again should the opportunity arise. Read More


It was a pleasure for Noel Gifts International Ltd to partner COE Pte Ltd to develop a foundational understanding of the concepts and tools used in the Lean Six Sigma (LSS) methodology in a customised approach to achieve maximum benefits for the company. This project commenced in June 2020. There were 22 of us, divided into 6 teams. We were being trained and coached on the concept of LSS and how it can be applied to improve company business processes so that we can be more efficient and effective in our work.

The commencement of the project was challenged as we were in the midst of Covid-19. Nevertheless, both Uwe and Amy have been very dedicated, helpful and professional throughout the training. Even going to the extra mile to coach and go through our project materials through consultations with each of the small groups. They have made the session fun and enjoyable, though the training was conducted online.

At every phase of our training, our Management was also kept informed with progress reports. And at the end of the programme, they also provided project follow-up recommendations to ensure that the company could yield more. 





Head, Education of Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura in 2020: 

We have had the pleasure of working with Uwe and his team for one of our projects involving the dissemination of an online survey and the analysis of its findings. Read More


Throughout the duration of the survey, the COE team was very efficient and delivered prompt and clear clarifications and responses to our queries. The team also diligently provided frequent updates on the progress of the survey, allowing us to have clear overview of the project. Furthermore, Uwe and his team displayed great ability to accommodate to our requests, all the while displaying high level of professionalism.

COE provided significant insights to the survey findings, and presented them in a clear manner, utilising efficient visualisations tools at their disposal to ease our comprehension of the data findings. In addition to that, the actionable recommendations provided to us at the end of the presentation proved very useful in charting the way forward for our team.

Overall, it was a truly positive experience working with COE, and considering their demonstration of both standard and professionalism of the highest level, we would certainly recommend their remarkable service.





Deputy Director, Ministry of Home Affairs in 2019:

Would like to express heartfelt thanks to Amy and Uwe for conducting the “Competency Framework Development” workshop in Mar – Apr 2019. Read More


They were both very forthcoming in sharing their vast knowledge, and the participants benefitted significantly from the case studies and past body of work shared, which gave greater insights on the various philosophies behind different competency models, and how competencies could be crafted.





Chief Human Resources Officer, DB Schenker, Singapore in 2019:

This is a letter of testimony for Amy BC Tan Director of COE Pte Ltd. We at Schenker Singapore have had the pleasure of working with Amy on several initiatives and find her a virtuoso in leadership development principles, practices and frameworks. Read More



We contracted with COE Pte Ltd for Competency Framework development. Amy and her team supported stakeholder engagement and effectuated crafting of the framework and supporting corresponding learning guidelines. From which, leaders and managers were equipped with clear tools for structured people development and succession planning.

In addition to the above, Amy and her team facilitated classroom as well as individual-based coaching for leaders and managers. Coupled with Community of Practices and life application of learning, stakeholders were primed with essential skills necessary on the journey towards excellence.

We value Amy’s and her team’s vast experiences and flexibility to connect with young potentials as well as matured leaders. These strengths will certainly bring value to organisations in collaboration. 







Chief Human Resource Officer at SUTD in 2019:

We appointed COE Pte Ltd to provide consulting and training for our “Strategic Workforce Planning and Capability Development” project for all administrative functions at the Singapore University of Technology and Design. Read More


The company COE Pte Ltd with the project leader Amy BC Tan has been able to conduct this project very professionally. During training sessions as well as at the consulting stage, Amy Tan, Uwe Kaufmann and Ben Peh have been engaging our department heads and project stakeholders successfully. 

As part of this project, SUTD’s own cross functional team of high potential staff was to be trained and guided through the different project stages with the objective of building internal capabilities for workforce planning. COE has been partnering with them to develop their capabilities effectively.

The senior management team of SUTD received COE’s comprehensive report and is in the phase of planning the implementation of COE’s recommendations.

Both, Amy and Uwe exemplified a high level of professionalism and also going beyond the extra mile. We always appreciate the great working relationship we have with both of them. 

We will not hesitate to work with COE Pte Ltd again should the opportunity arise. We strongly recommend them for HR and Business Process consultancy work.




More Testimonials
			
			
			














Latest Articles and Case Studies




We specialize in a wide array of organisational development fields and provide training, coaching and consulting to help you becoming a

High Performing Organisation.
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Architect of High-Performing Organisations
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